One of the Three World Leading Brands for Hotel Phones
RoHS certificate
Full comprehensive Series of Hotel Phones for All Different Level Hotels
21 Patents in Hotel Industry
World-famous Base for Hotel Communication Development and Manufacturing
ISO9001 System Governing the Whole Production Process
Real Manufacturer, Supplying Flexible Customized Service to Hotels
The Unique professional “Five Star” Service System in the Hotel Industry.
Global Pioneer of Unique Functions, Bittel's Special Contributions to Hospitality!

The New Unique Technologies Invented by Bittel

Dual Dialing Keypads Phones (Patented)
You can dial either from handset or from the unit. The guests can make or receive a call by the handset while lying in bed.

Last Dialed Number Disappears After a Definite Time (Patented)
The last dialed number can't be dialed after a certain period of time (5 minutes at present). This feature keeps a good secret and privacy for some VIP guests.

MWL With Message Retrieval Function (Patented)
Using the newest technology in the industry of making the Light and Key in one, the guest can directly get the message by only pressing the Message Waiting Light. No need to pick up the handset or press the SPKR key.

CID Number Disappearing after 60 seconds (Patented)
CID number can't be viewed again after 60 seconds. This patent keeps a good secret for VIP.

MWL With Message Retrieval Function (Patented)

CID Number Disappearing after 60 seconds (Patented)

Busy Tone Disconnecting Automatically: (Patented)
Even the handset is not put back to cradle properly, the phone still disconnects automatically after it detects 9 times busy tone from the phone system.

RJ45 Broadband Connector (Patented)
The RJ45 Broadband ports allow the guests to connect their laptops to the phone for Internet Access. (Kingstar only)

Permanent One-Touch Memory Keys
The EEPROM software is adopted. The stored information will not get lost even there is no power.

The Telephone-Mates Invented by Bittel

The Movable Tray for Guestroom Phone (Patented)
The cord will get loosened and easy to wind round by the traditional way of putting the cords. This will do some harm to the beauty and use. The tray solves the problem. Model 12,32,48 are more suitable to fit it. It is easy and practical and easier to clean the room.

Specific Tray for the Guestroom Phone (Patented)
This kind of tray is to make the hotel phone more harmonious with its environment, and more suitable for cleaning. Model 38,39,47 are more suitable to fit it. The tray is robust and suitable for many kinds of phones, and there is no need to make any amendment to the phone, just put the phone in. Can be pulled out from right to left and send back again, three steps (one step: 10mm) adjustable. It also has a tip for a pen to put in. You can angle the pen in a position every 45°, five steps adjustable.

Placard for Guestroom Phone (Patented)
This placard is a carrier used for conveying information to the guests in the guestroom, from which 'Check in notice' and 'Warm tips' etc can be read by the guests easily on the first time, taking the place of the kinds of small cluttered notice cards on the writing desk or bedside desk.

Hand-held One-touch memory Cloner (Patented)
This device can program the one-touch memory key for hotel telephones in the guestroom, completely taking the place of storing numbers one by one by hand with the hidden keys.

One-touch Memory R.P. Master Cloner (Patented)
The device can program actively by dialing to the phone with R.P. function, or being dialed from guestroom phones. And it can also be used as an ordinary phone.

The way of the tray for the cords to put in: The traditional way of putting the cords...
IP Hotel Phone

The IP hotel phone BT-2008(47CID-10S) / BT-2008(47-10S) is specifically designed for the hospitality industry, with the features of simple installation, convenient use, rich functions and good stability.

- Comply with SIP protocols
- CID and None-CID optional
- Last dialed number disappeared after a definite time automatically
- Busy Tone disconnected automatically
- Two Ethernet Ports
- No Disturb
- Wake Up
- SPRK, MUTE, HOLD with indicators
- REDIAL, FLASH
- Software-configuring for all phones in a hotel
- One Touch Memory keys software-programming for all phones in a hotel
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Bittel Unique Power Adaptor
- Network Power POE (802.3af) or with external adaptor optional
- Placard, Cord Tray optional
HWDCD9888(38)TSD-5S

Uranus
Digital Cordless Telephones For Guestroom

Uranus cordless
- One Base-station supports up to 3 handsets.
- Support 2.4GHz DCT standard
- Support 1.8GHz, 1.9GHz DECT optional.
- Handset and Base Unit both can make/answer any phone calls.
- FSK/DTMF CID, the last dialed number disappeared after a definite time. (Only for Uranus cordless.)
- Coming calls review, and can dial back (Only Uranus cordless)
- Both the Base and the Handset, Ringer and Volume are adjustable.
- Handset works normally in 200 meters range with the Base unit.
- Flash, Redial and Hold for both the Handset and the Unit.
- Busy tone disconnected automatically for both Base Unit and Handset.
- Handset detects the Battery power, and warns if low battery.
- Handset warns in case beyond the operation distance.
- Base Unit has the MWL retrieval function.
- Last dialed number disappearing after definite time.
- Permanent EEPROM memory keys.
- Support Handset Programming Cloner and Remote Programming Master Cloner
- Cord Tray and Palard optional
- Handset recharges the battery rapidly.
- Digital code transmission, avoids mutual interference with other electronic equipments.

Regalstar cordless
- One Base-station supports up to 4 handsets.
- Support 2.4GHz DCT standard
- Support 1.8GHz, 1.9GHz DECT optional
- Handset and Base Unit both can make/answer any phone calls.
- Without external power, the Base can receive and make calls normally.
- Both the Base and the Handset, Ringer and Volume are adjustable.
- Handset works normally in 200 meters range with the Base unit.
- Flash, Redial and Hold for both the Handset and the Unit.
- Busy tone disconnected automatically for both Base Unit and Handset.
- Handset detects the Battery power, and warns if low battery.
- Handset warns in case beyond the operation distance.
- Base Unit has the MWL retrieval function.
- Last dialed number disappearing after definite time.
- Permanent EEPROM memory keys.
- Support Handset Programming Cloner and Remote Programming Master Cloner
- Cord Tray and Palard optional
- Faceplate-Handset and Clock-Handset optional
- Handset recharges the battery rapidly.
- Digital code transmission, avoids mutual interference with other electronic equipments.

The design complies with the standard of international room digital cordless phones technology requirements.
- Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS)
- Out Power: 22dBm
- Frequency Range: 2.4GHz - 2.4835GHz
- Sensitivity: -91dBm
- Channel: 95
- Modulation: GFSK
- Channel Spacing: 864KHz
**Regalstar C** (The Third Generation)

- No-hookswitch design, achieve the better waterproof, dust proof and easy cleaning
- New style designing, leads the way in fashion in hospitality industry
- Dual Dialing Keypad, convenient for guests to dial or receive calls from bed
- Placard and movable cord tray
- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button for Base and Handset, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Mute button optional
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Two line auto-select and three-way conference (Two Line phones only)
- Movable Tray and Placard
- Handset with HAC

**Regalstar B** (The Second Generation)

- No-hookswitch design, achieve the better waterproof, dust proof and easy cleaning
- New style designing, leads the way in fashion in hospitality industry
- Placard and movable cord tray
- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Mute button optional
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Two line auto-select and three-way conference (Two Line phones only)
- Movable Tray and Placard
- Handset with HAC
Uranus C (The Third Generation)

- Dual Dialing Keypad, convenient for guests to dial or receive calls from bed
- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button for Base and Handset, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Hook switch delay time can be programmable
- Mute button optional
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Two line auto-select and three-way conference (Two Line phones only)
- Handset with HAC
- Specific Tray and Placard optional
- Desk and Wall Mountable

Uranus B (The Second Generation)

- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Hook switch delay time can be programmable
- Mute button optional
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Two line auto-select and three-way conference (Two Line phones only)
- Handset with HAC
- Specific Tray and Placard optional
- Desk and Wall Mountable
Neptune C  (The Third Generation)

- Dual Dialing Keypad, convenient for guests to dial or receive calls from bed
- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button for Base and Handset, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Hook switch delay time can be programmable
- Mute button optional
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Two line auto-select and three-way conference (Two Line phones only)
- Handset with HAC
- Specific Tray and Placard optional
- Desk and Wall Mountable

Neptune B  (The Second Generation)

- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Hook switch delay time can be programmable
- Mute button optional
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Two line auto-select and three-way conference (Two Line phones only)
- Handset with HAC
- Specific Tray and Placard optional
- Desk and Wall Mountable
Kingstar C (The Third Generation)

- Dual Dialing Keypad, convenient for guests to dial or receive calls from bed
- 10/3/5/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Patented RJ45 Broadband ports for HSIA
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button for Base and Handset, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Hook switch delay time can be programmable
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Two line auto-select and three-way conference (Two Line phones only)
- Handset with HAC
- Specific Tray and Placard optional
- Desk and Wall Mountable

Kingstar B (The Second Generation)

- 10/3/5/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Patented RJ45 Broadband ports for HSIA
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Hook switch delay time can be programmable
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Two line auto-select and three-way conference (Two Line phones only)
- Handset with HAC
- Specific Tray and Placard optional
- Desk and Wall Mountable
Magiceye C (The Third Generation)

- FSK/DTMF Caller ID system, no need extra power
- Pre-dial, identify extension and external line, add the long distance doe intelligently
- Caller ID number disappearing after 60 seconds, protecting guests' privacy
- Dual Dialing Keypad, convenient for guests to dial or receive calls from bed
- Patented RJ45 Broadband ports for HSIA
- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button for Base and Handset, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Hook switch delay time can be programmable
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Handset with HAC
- Specific Tray and Placard optional
- Desk and Wall Mountable

Magiceye B (The Second Generation)

- FSK/DTMF Caller ID system, no need extra power
- Pre-dial, identify extension and external line, add the long distance doe intelligently
- Caller ID number disappearing after 60 seconds, protecting guests' privacy
- Patented RJ45 Broadband ports for HSIA
- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Supporting Remote Programming Master Cloner and Hand-held Programming Cloner.
- Message Waiting Light with retrieval function
- Busy tone disconnected automatically
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Data Port
- Flash button, 600ms Flash (Standard)
- Flash and Pause time programmable
- Hook switch delay time can be programmable
- SPRK and Handset volume three-step adjustable, and store the adjustment
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- Handset with HAC
- Specific Tray and Placard optional
- Desk and Wall Mountable
Bittel series telephones include the guestroom phones, bathroom phones, lobby phones and office phones. Among them, the guestroom phones are especially the best famous. From Series A to Serious B and now up to Series C, the humanized features are more attractive and they all enjoy good reputations among the famous hotel chains at home and abroad.

### Series A
*(The First Generation)*

For the Series A phones, they have the four standard hotel phone functions, are suitable for the budget and economical hotels.

#### One Touch Memory Keys
Coupled with international standard icons and descriptions provide the fast access to guest service.

#### Data Port
Easy access to connect to extension, computer, fax machine, answering machine and other terminal equipments.

#### Full-length Faceplate
The faceplate provides ample area for hotel logo, guest service icons and dialing instruction.

#### Message Waiting Light
When there is message in the voice mail system, the message waiting light will shine to indicate the guest to retrieve.

#### Humanized Design
- **Housing:** imported ABS, frosted performance, keep its natural color forever.
- **Buttons:** key name injected twice, no wear or tear.
- **Handset:** HAC, Volume control, with good humanized style.
- **Handset Cord:** 12 feet long handset cord and 2 meter straight line cord bring bigger space to guest.
- **Speakerphone:** adopt the advanced circuit design to ensure the clear talk and three steps volume control.
- **Ringer:** two-tone electronical ringer, two steps volume control.

#### Bluemoon
- HA9888(12)TSD-A- 6S

#### Venus
- HA9888(32)TSD-A-10S

- 6/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Message Waiting Light and Ringer indicator
- Data Port
- SPRK and Hold with indicators
- Redial, Flash
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- SPRK and Handset volume adjustable
- Handset with HAC
- Movable Tray and Placard
- Desk and Wall Mountable

- 10/5/3/0 Permanent one-touch memory keys
- Message Waiting Light and Ringer indicator
- Data Port
- SPRK and Hold with indicators
- Redial, Flash
- Ringer Volume HI/LOW adjustable
- SPRK and Handset volume three steps adjustable
- Handset with HAC
- Movable Tray and Placard
- Desk and Wall Mountable
Polaris

Bathroom telephones

- No hook switch design, multiple waterproof and splash proof design.
- Adopt the unique Membrane Keypad on the handset of type 41T-T+, is high degree sensitivity, luxury soft.
- Adopt keys twice injection technology on type 41T-T.
- Pause, Flash, Redial, Hold, Line is on Hold with indicator.
- Backlit keypad.
- Message waiting light - indicator for message and Ringer.
- Humanized design.

- Two line bathroom phone.
- No hook switch design, multiple waterproof and splash proof design.
- Adopt the unique Membrane Keypad on the handset of type 41T-T+, is high degree sensitivity, luxury soft.
- Adopt keys twice injection technology on type 41T-T.
- Pause, Flash, Redial, Hold, Line is on Hold with indicator.
- Backlit keypad.
- Message waiting light - indicator for message and Ringer.
- Humanized design.

- On-Off Spker button, with indicator.
- Emergency button, permanent programmable memory key (32 digit max)
- Busy tone disconnecting automatically
- Volume three step control, and stored.
- Hold button with indicator
- Message waiting light - indicator for message and Ringer.
- Adopt the unique advanced Membrane Keypad
- Last dialed number disappearing after a definite time.
- Multiple waterproof splash Proof design.
Business telephone

- P/T Dial
- Flash Key
- Last number redial key
- Pause
- Desk top and Wall Mountable
- SPRK with Volume control
- Ringer volume control
- ABS plastic case and frosted, somatology handset
- Data port
- Ringing and Message Waiting Light

- Single line FSK/DTMF caller ID telephone with system, no need external power
- Dual Dialing Keypad optional
- 14 one touch speed dial memories each up to 32 digits
- Caller's name, number, call time, date displayed
- Handset and speakerphone volume 3-step control
- Three different languages (English, French, Spanish)
- 10 outgoing calls review, delete and redial
- 15 different ringer tones
- 5 level LCD contrast
- Calendar and built-in real clock
- Memory for incoming calls 50
- FLASH time programmable
- 12-digit calculator
- Integrated indicator for ringing and MWL
- Headset HAC compatibility
- Data port

- Speakerphone, Flexible data port
- 8 to16 speed dial buttons
- LED indicators for Hold, conference, mute, speaker, Line1 & Line2
- No external power caller ID, FSK/DTMF compatible
- New calls and ringing indicator bar
- Flash, Redial, Hold keys, MUTE
- Ringer volume Hi/Low adjustable
- Handset and speaker phone volume three step control
- Three line LCD display, Automatic selection of an idle line
- Caller ID on both Line1 and Line2 (Two line only)
- Three way conference (Two line only)
- 5 level LCD contrast adjustable, Clock and calendar display

- FSK/DTMF CID, external power no needed
- Dual Dialing Keypad optional
- Pre-dial, identify extension and external line, add the long distance code intelligently
- Speaker, Handset volume three steps control
- Ringer volume Hi/Low control
- Busy tone disconnecting automatically from base and handset
- Redial, Hold, Mute, SPRK with indicators
- Flash time 600ms, R key flash time 100ms
- Message Waiting Light
- Headset HAC compatibility
- Data port
WLAN (Wireless LAN) well uses wireless technology to transmit data, voice and video signal, which are the updating solution of traditional wired network.

Wireless AP, Router, 3 ports PBX and firewall are well set into the one set.
- Wireless module inside, which can transfer the wired network into wireless.
- Supporting several PC using the wireless & wired internet at the same time
- Complying with IEEE802.11g, IEEE802.11b, IEEE802.3 and IEEE802.3
- Well control the network using.
- Plug and Play available together with PNP SG
- Support 54/48/36/24/18/12/9/6/5.5/2/1M rate auto adjustable.
- Support 64/128/152 bit WEP & WPA-PSK encryption etc safety approval protocol.
- Control SSID broadcast & MAC Address visit
- Roaming technology supporting efficiently wireless access

Parameters:
- One WAN Connector and four LAN Connector
- Frequency Range: 2.4-2.4835GHz
- Transmission distance: 100 meters at most in room;300 meters at most outside.
- Working temperature: 0-50°C
- Storing temperature: -20-75°C
- Power Supply: Extra Adapter with output: 9-14V.

Internet is omnipresent nowadays! In order to let the guest well use the Internet service, we design such product-HSIA Adapter, through which guest can easily and fast connect the broadband. Its stylish design is good for hotel’s image and also it can increases hotel’s service income. In a word, it is a good choice for hotels, restaurants, offices and mansions, etc which supply high speed internet service.

Predigesting internet access, increasing internet utilization ratio
- Space for printing hotel’s logo. A card for printing advertisement and some indication, etc.
- Well fixed on the desk.
- Highly durable gold plated contact pins
- CAT5 10/100Mbps compatible
- It’s economical and durable, with removing the disadvantage of auto-retrieval adaptor.
Partial Listing of Bittel Global Customers For Hospitality Guestroom Telephones

Australia:
- Diamant Hotel Sydney
- Novotel Palm Cove Resort
- Best Western Golden Harvest
- Best Western Gregory Terrace
- Oaks Festival Towers
- Oaks Charlotte Towers
- Park Regis Anchorage
- Park Regis North Quay
- Alexander Motor Inn & Apartments

Belarus:
- Holiday Inn Baku Airport Resorts

Bhutan:
- Taj Manjarum, Mangalore India

Bulgaria:
- Radisson Sochi, Russia
- Radisson Rostov, Russia
- Radisson Hotel, Iceland
- Radisson Coton 2000 hotel & Casino, Panama
- Radisson Plaza Hotel, Shanghai
- Radisson Hotel, Dunlap
- Radisson Plaza Xingguo Hotel, Shanghai

Canada:
- Howard Johnson
- Howard Johnson Plaza Hotel, Shanghai
- Howard Johnson Palm Resort, Shanghai
- Howard Johnson Oriental Hotel, Zhongjiang
- Howard Johnson, Ningbo

China:
- Days Hotel & Suites
- Days Inn Balot Street/Dublin Ireland
- Days Hotel Zhejiang, Beijing
- Days Hotel Chang’an, Beijing
- Days Hotel, Hong Kong
- Days Hotel, Shenzhen
- Days Hotel, Dalian
- Days Hotel, Qingdao
- Days Hotel, Beijing
- Days Hotel, Xiaozhou

Czech Republic:
- Crowne Plaza Hotel, Sanya
- InterContinental Miramar
- Radisson Soron 2000 Hotel & Casino
- Russia:
- Crowne Plaza, Moscow
- Holiday Inn, Chelyabinsk
- Radisson, Sochi
- Radisson, Rostov
- Grand Hotel Europe, St. Petersburg
- Weil Hotel, St. Petersburg
- Astoria, St-Petersburg
- Metropol Moscow Taleon Imperial Hotel, SPB
- Tokyo Club, St. Petersburg

Spain:
- Hotel Eba Carlota, Canary Islands
- Foxa Vailadolid Hotel
- Sri Lanka:
- Royal Pans, Sri Lanka

Arabia:
- Royal Pans, Sri Lanka
- Audi Arabia:
- Al Safwa Hotel
- Awali International Hotel
- Sunrise Hotel Jeddah

Turkey:
- Marriott Asa, Istanbul
- Swissotel, Ankara
- Crowne Plaza, Ankara
- Marriott Hotel, Istanbul
- Milla Club, Istanbul
- Bera Hotel, Ankara

Thailand:
- Shangri-La Chaing Mai

UK:
- Holiday Inn, Liverpool
- Holiday Inn, Poole
- Sofitel London, Gloucester

UAE:
- Sheraton Dubai

Uganda:
- Royal Suites

Vietnam:
- Palm Garden Resort
- Princess D'Annam Resort & Spa
- New World Hotel, Saigon
- Golden Sand Resort, Hoian
- Longbeach’s Ancient Village Resort & Spa
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Shandong Bittel Electronics Co., Ltd is the world leading professional manufacturer for telephone and other terminal products. It was founded in 1989, and has integrated the development, producing and sales together.

After 18 years of experience in developing, manufacturing and sales, Bittel has awarded ISO9001, FCC, CE, CCC, RoHS certificates, has more than 400 employees, and covers 7000 square meters workshop. Equipped with Wave Welder Machine, Solder Reflow Machine, Auto-Board-Threading Machine, SMT Machine, Ultrasonic Cleaning Machine, and other more than 100 advanced machines, Bittel has the ability of manufacturing 5 million telephone sets per year. Bittel has become the world supplier for Bittel brand hotel phones and internet phones.